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�This ppt. presentation is meant for teaching purpose 
and has been prepared from material available at various 
web sites. 

�There is no conflict of interest with anybody

Broad Objectives of this presentation are Broad Objectives of this presentation are 

�Audience should be able to understand Immune system,
� Immune  mechanisms in the body and their evasion by 
tumors; 
�tumor antigens and tumor killing 
�cancer , its causes  and types of cancer 
�Cancers and Kashmir scenario



Immune system 
and Cancer



Overview

1. Innate (nonspecific) defense system
a. surface barriers
b. internal defenses

2. Adaptive (specific) defense systems
a. humoral immunity
b. cellular immunity



Innate immunityis the immunity that is immediately available 
without having to adapt to the specific pathogen that is present.  
It is not specific to a particular organism such that identical 
responses can protect against several organisms.  Innate 
immunity is germline encode (evolved on an evolutionary time 
scale).

Innate immunity is mediated by phagocytes(cell that ingest 
bacteria or other particulate matter) such as macrophagesand 
neutrophils.It is also mediated by chemical compounds and 
physical barriers.



An adaptive immune response might provide lifelong protective immunityto 
a given pathogen.

Adaptive Immunity:

Specific Immune Response(e.g., antibody) against a particular 
microorganism is an adaptive immune response.  That is, it occurs during 
one’s lifetime as an adaptation to the presence of that particular organism. 
(usually, the term specific means the ability to distinguish one organism from 
another)

These are central principles of adaptive immunity

Specific immunity can be induced by a variety of substances. Things that are 
targets of adaptive immunity are called ANTIGENS*

Antigen-specific responses are mediated by lymphocytes



Together, innate and adaptive immunity 
prevent most infectious diseases (no symptoms 
from exposure to the microorganisms) or cure 
infections.infections.
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� Innate immunitylargely 
involves granulocytesand 
macrophages (although 
macrophages can 
influence adaptive 
immunity)

� ���
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�
� progenitors

� � �
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� � �other cells are regulatory or 
involved with both adaptive and 
innate immunity and/or are 
precursors of another cell type

� �

� �

� Adaptive immunityis 
mediated primarily by B 
and T lymphocytes



Innate (nonspecific) defense
Surface Barriers

Skin

- keratin - resists 
weak acids and bases, 
bacterial enzymes and 
toxins

- pH 3-5: inhibits 
bacterial growth

- lipids in sebum 
are toxic to bacteria

- dermcidin in 
sweat - toxic to bacteria



Innate (nonspecific) defense
Surface Barriers

Mucous membranes
- Saliva and tears: lysozyme - enzyme 

that destroys bacteria
- mucus in digestive and respiratory 

tracts capture bacteria
- stomach acidity and enzymes kill 

bacteria
- vaginal secretion acidity inhibits 

bacterial growth



Innate (nonspecific) defense
Internal defenses

- phagocytes
- NK cells
- inflammation- inflammation
- antimicrobial proteins
- fever



Innate (nonspecific) defense
Internal defenses - phagocytes

Macrophages(WBCs)

neutrophils (WBCs)

microglia (brain)



Innate (nonspecific) defense
Internal defenses - NK cells

Natural Killer Cells
- in blood and lymph- in blood and lymph
- lyse cancer cells and virus infected cells
- secrete perforins and granzymes



NK/NKT big picture:



What are NK cells?

A part of the native immune system, share a common early progenitor

with T cells but do not develop in the thymus

~ 10% of blood lymphocytes, defined by surface markers 

(ex. CD56, NK 1.1, CD2, CD16)

Activated by IFNα, IFNβ and IL-12

(IL-12 commonly used to activate NK cells in vitro)

Involved in early response 

to infection with certain 

viruses and intracellular bacteria 

(first line of defense, giving CTLs 

time to differentiate)



Killing pathways (from Takeda et al, 2002)







Acquired Immune Responses

B cellsB cells
CD4+ T cells
CD8+ T cells



Principles of innate and adaptive immunity

Innate immunity(e.g., macrophages, neutrophils, certain 
molecules) is the first line of defense.  It is fast (usually 
good-to-go) and usually effective.

Adaptive immunity(mediated by B and T cells) can be Adaptive immunity(mediated by B and T cells) can be 
slow to respond (several days for lymphocyte activation).  
It is highly effective when the innate immune system 
cannot fully deal with the threat.



Innate (nonspecific) defense
Internal defenses - inflammation

- triggered by disruption of body tissue
- prevents spread of damage- prevents spread of damage
- disposes of cell debris and pathogens
- preps for repair



•The cardinal signs

Innate (nonspecific) defense
Internal defenses - inflammation

• Calor (heat)
• Rubor (redness)
• Tumor (swelling)
• Dolor (pain)



Innate (nonspecific) defense
Internal defenses - inflammation



pus = dead WBCs (neutrophils) 
+ dead tissue cells + pathogens 

Innate (nonspecific) defense
Internal defenses - infection

+ dead tissue cells + pathogens 
(live and dead)
abcess = walled off infection (by 
collagen fibers)



Innate (nonspecific) defense
Internal defenses - antimicrobial 

proteins

1) Interferons 1) Interferons 
2) complement 



Innate (nonspecific) defense
Internal defenses - antimicrobial proteins -

interferon



Innate (nonspecific) 
defense

Internal defenses -
antimicrobial proteins -

complement

- 20+ different 
complement proteinscomplement proteins
- 2 pathways (classic 
and alternative)
- cascade of events leads 
to amplification of 
inflammation, promotes 
phagocytosis, and 
causes cell lysis



- systemic response
- Hypothalamus in the brain regulates body 
temperature

Innate (nonspecific) defense
Internal defenses - fever

temperature
- Pyrogens resets the temperature higher

- secreted by macrophages and leukocytes 
exposed to foreign matter



characteristics
- specific
- systemic
- memory

Adaptive (specific) defense

- memory

2 categories (both triggered by antigens)
- humoral (antibody mediated) immunity
- cellular (cell mediated) immunity



- large complex molecules not normally in the 

Adaptive 
(specific) 
defense -
antigens

- large complex molecules not normally in the 
body - "non-self"
- self-antigens - protein molecules on your 

cells that mark them as "yours";  these are 
antigens to other people

- MHC (major histocompatibility proteins)



- B lymphocytes (cells): humoral 
immunity; mature in bone marrow
- T lymphocytes (cells): cell mediated 
immunity; mature in thymus

Adaptive (specific) defense -
types of cells

immunity; mature in thymus
(both lymphocytes are 

immunocompetent and self tolerant)



Adaptive 
(specific) 
defense -

types of cells



- APCs (antigen-presenting cells) 
examples include:

a. dendritic cells (connective tissue and 
epidermis)

Adaptive (specific) defense -
types of cells

epidermis)
b. macrophages
c. B lymphocytes

tonsils:  lymphocytes and 
APCs protect oral and 
nasal cavities

spleen:  lymphocytes and 
APCs protect against 
blood borne pathogens



Adaptive (specific) defense -
humoral immunity



Adaptive (specific) defense -
humoral immunity



Adaptive (specific) defense -
humoral immunity





mechanisms 
of antibody 
action



mechanisms 
of antibody 
action



Adaptive (specific) defense -
immunological memory



- T cells interact directly with antigen 
presenting cells (APCs)
- T cells DO NOT MAKE ANTIBODIES!
- T cells clear the body of cells that have 

Adaptive (specific) defense -
cell mediated immunity

- T cells clear the body of cells that have 
been invaded by viruses (or other 
pathogens)
- T cells reject tumor cells, transplants
- T cells are responsible for some allergies



Adaptive (specific) defense -
cell mediated immunity

T cell dendridic cell



Adaptive 
(specific) 
defense -

cell cell 
mediated 
immunity



Adaptive 
(specific) 
defense -

cell cell 
mediated 
immunity



Adaptive 
(specific) 
defense -

cell cell 
mediated 
immunity



Immune imbalances

- immunodeficiencies - when immune cells 
(any) behave abnormally

(AIDS - cripples helper T cells)
- autoimmune diseases - body cannot - autoimmune diseases - body cannot 
distinguish self
- hypersensitivities (allergies) - immune 
system is overly sensitive to perceived 
threats (pollen, dander)



But if the body has all But if the body has all 
these defenses, why 

do so many people still 
have cancer?



Definition:
�A cancer is an abnormal growth of cells
(usually derived from a single abnormal cell).

�Cancerous (malignant) cells can develop
from any tissue within the body.from any tissue within the body.

�As cancerous cells grow and multiply, they
form a mass of cancerous tissue—called a
tumor—that invades and destroys normal
adjacent tissues.



�Cancer isn't a single disease. The term
cancer encompasses more than 200
diseases all characterized by the
uncontrolled proliferation of cells.

�Ignoring the body's signal to stop,�Ignoring the body's signal to stop,
malignant cells multiply to form tumors in
organs and tissues or, in the case of blood
cancers, crowd out normal cells in the blood
stream and bone marrow



Basic types of cancer

Sarcoma is derived from

mesodermal tissue such as bone,

muscle.

Carcinoma is derived from

ectoderm or endoderm such as

skin, nerves.

Leukemia is derived from white

blood cells(WBC) from bone

marrow.

Lymphoma is derived from WBCs

from lymph glands.



Hallmarks of Cancer



Contd……………

Hanahan D and Weinberg RA. Hallmarks of Cancer: The Next Generation. Cell 2011;144: 121-40



What   Causes   Cancer?

Inherited mutations in genes that affect cell cycle,
DNA repair, or apoptosis: these mutations give a
genetic predisposition for cancer.
Somatic mutations to these same genes caused by:

• Exposure to risk factors
- environmental mutagens (carcinogenic chemicals,
radiation)radiation)
- hormones
- weakening of immune system (as in AIDS).

• Oncogenic (tumor) Virus infections
- Epstein Barr virus (causes Burkitt lymphoma)
- Human Papilloma Virus (causes cervical cancer).

Tumor viruses transform human cells into cancer cells by:

•Introducing viral cancer - causing oncogenes into host cell DNA

•Causing Translocation and overexpression of host protooncogenes.



Tumor-suppressor gene Mutated tumor-suppressor gene

Normal

Protein

prevents

cell

division

if  DNA  is

Cancer
from

Mutation
of  Tumor
Supressor

Gene

Defective,

nonfunctioning

protein

Contd………….

if  DNA  is

damaged
Gene

Cell  division

allowed    if  DNA

repaired

Protein

absent

(cell   division

not  blocked)

Mutations     accumulate

in  cancer   cells



Cancer

- multiple mutations, multiple 
genes

- proto-oncogenes - promote 
normal cell division

- mutate to oncogenes- mutate to oncogenes

- tumor suppressor genes -
control normal cell division

- mutate to become 
non-functioning



Cancer



Percentage of Cancer Deaths Attributed to 
Various Factors 

�Tobacco Use: 30% (25%-40%)
�Diet:35% (10%-70%)
�Infection: 10%? (1%-?)
�Reproductive & Sexual Behavior: 7% (1%-13%)
�Occupation: 4% (<2%-8%)
�Alcohol: 3% (2%-4%)
�Geophysical factors (natural radiation): 3% (2-4%)
�Pollution: 2% (<1% – 5%)
�Food additive: <1% (-5% – 2%)
�Medicines and Medical Procedures: 1% (0.5%-3%)
�Industrial consumer products <1% (<1%-2%)
�Unknown: ?, ?



The Major Cancers

• Lung Cancer
• Breast Cancer
• Colon/rectum Cancer
• Stomach Cancer
• Prostate Cancer
•
• Prostate Cancer
• Liver Cancer
• Cervix uteri Cancer
• Esophagus Cancer
• Leukemia & Lymphoma



Cancer Epidemiology

�Cancer epidemiology is the study of the
pattern of cancer in populations.

�Its essential aim is to identify causes of
cancer, including preventable (avoidable)
causes and inherited tumor susceptibility.

�It is also play an critical role in many other
areas of cancer research including evaluation of
screening effects, cancer prevention and control

�Current studies directions includes molecular
and genetic epidemiology of cancer.



Cancer Burden

�Cancer is emerging as a major health problem and can not 
be ignored
�The societal and economic costs of ca. are considerable  
and even catastrophic
•Global Burden

In  2012   - 14.1million new ca.cases and 8.2 million 
deaths

In  2030   - 21.7million cases and 13 million deaths
•India 

Each year 800,000 new cases and 5,50,000 deaths
70% of cases present at an advanced stage

•Kashmir
Every day 15- 20 new ca. cases.
Every year rise is by 200-250 cases



It varies widely:
� In different geographic regions.
� In different population groups.

Depending upon:
� Environmental
� Dietary
� Social 
� Genetic Factors

Cancer pattern



Cancer on Rise n=29913 



Distribution as per age (2008 -2016)

AGE

(n=29913)

%ageTOTAL

0-14 859 2.87

15-34 3077 10.29

35-64 16420 54.89

65+ 9557 31.95



SYSTEM N %

DIGESTIVE 10475 35.02

HAEMATOLOGIC
AL

3703 12.38

System wise distribution 29913

RESPIRATORY 3690 12.33

GYNAECOLOGIC
AL 

1131 3.78

HEAD & NECK 1146 3.83

PEDEATRIC 672 2.25

Genito urinary 1296 4.33

BRAIN TUMOURS 256 0.86



SITE
n 

=17556 %age

Lung 2785 15.85

Stomach 2090 11.90

Esophagus 2025 11.53

GE Junction 778 4.43

Leading sites in Males (58.69%) 

Colon 702 4.00

Lymphoma 534 3.04

Rectum 532 3.03

Prostate 373 2.12

M. Myeloma 356 2.03

Skin 332 1.89

Thyroid 87 0.50

Leukemia 83 0.47



Site n=12357
%ag

e

BREAST 1713 13.86
OESOPHA
G 1529 12.37

OVARY 965 7.81

Leading sites in Females (41.30%) 

OVARY 965 7.81

STOMACH 669 5.41

LUNG 667 5.40

COLON 482 3.90
GALLBLAD
D 445 3.60

RECTUM 423 3.42
LYMPHOM
A 333 2.69

THYROID 327 2.65



Tumors of the Immune System

LYMPHOMAS

Solid tumors w/in lymphoid tissue (bone marrow, lymph 
nodes, thymus)
Hodgkin’s & non-Hodgkin’s

LEUKEMIAS

Proliferate as single cells
Acute or Chronic depending on the progression of disease

Acute- appear suddenly and progress rapidly; 
arise is less mature cells 

ALL , AML
Chronic- much less aggressive and develop slowly; 
mature cells 

CLL and CML



� Mechanisms by which immune system recognize

tumors

� Effector mechanism against tumors

� Understand tumor escape mechanisms

Immunology in Action

� Understand tumor escape mechanisms

� Learn how to manipulate the immune system to kill

tumors: immunotherapy



Spontaneous regression: melanoma, lymphoma

Regression of metastases after removal of primary tumor: 
pulmonary metastases from renal carcinoma

Infiltration of tumors by lymphocytes and macrophages: 
melanoma and breast cancer

Evidence for Tumor Immunity

melanoma and breast cancer

Lymphocyte proliferation in draining lymph nodes

Higher incidence of cancer after immunosuppression, 

immunodeficiency (AIDS)

Higher incidence in aged and neonates (less immunity)



Experimental Animal Model

Experimental Animal Model



Cancer immune surveillance: 

Immune system can recognize and destroy nascent     
transformed cells 

Cancer Immunoediting:

Immune System kill and also induce changes in the 

TUMOR IMMUNOLOGY

Immune System kill and also induce changes in the 
tumor resulting in tumor escape and recurrence.



�Cancer Immunosurveilance appears to be an
important host protection process (a theory
formulated in 1957 by Burnet) and that inhibits
carcinogenesis and maintains regular cellular
homeostasis

CANCER IMMUNOSURVEILLANCE

homeostasis

�Cancer Immunosurveilance,- lymphocytes act
as sentinels in recognizing and eliminating
nascent transformed cells



Immune Evasion

CELLULAR     RESPONSE

Immune Evasion



Immune Evasion

Immune Evasion 

Immune Evasion



TUMOR-SPECIFIC TRANSPLANTATION ANTIGENS ( TSA):

� Unique to tumor cell ;never present in normal cells 
� Result from mutations in normal cellular genes ;

bcr/abl in CML,mutant P53 protein etc.
TUMOR-ASSOCIATED  ANTIGENS (TAA):
� Normal cellular proteins aberrantly expressed
� Not unique to tumor cells but expressed in embryonic life & minutely

in normal adult cells
� Reactivation of embryonic genes increase their expession

Tumor antigens

� Reactivation of embryonic genes increase their expession
Tyrosinase - melanomas (enzyme melanin biosynthesis)
Cancer/testis antigens: expressed testis and trophopblasts

� ONCOFETAL ANTIGENS:
CEA: carcinoembryonic antigen - colon and many cancers, 
AFP:  α-fetoprotein - hepatocellular cancer and others

not specific, can be induced in inflammatory conditions
� Antigens of oncogenic viruses

DNA-viruses: EBV/HPV
RNA viruses: HTLV-1

(infects CD4)    



Tumor Antigens

TSTAs
Tumor Specific Transplantation Antigen

TATAs
Tumor Associated Transplantation Antigen



Repertoire of T cells with low affinity against self
proteins exist because of positive and negative
selections in the thymus

Expression of altered self proteins by tumors will

IMMUNE RECOGNITION OF TUMOR

Expression of altered self proteins by tumors will
increase the affinity of T cells for tumor antigens



Immune EvasionImmune Evasion

Immune Evasion 

Immune EvasionImmune Evasion



�Bad antibodies?
�Some antibodies do not protect against tumor 
growth, 

but also ENHANCE it.
�Release of immunosuppressive cytokines
transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-beta), interleukin-10 (IL-10) 
and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 

Immune Evasion 

and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 

�Hide and go Seeking Antigen
�Antigens actually seem to “hide” in the presence of 

antibody
�Also, some cancer cells completely shed themselves 
of

the antigen



Immune Evasion cont.

Reduction in 
Class I MHC 
Molecules



And the final blow…

Lack of Co-
Stimulatory 
Signal



Tumor Escape Mechanisms and 
Immune-mediated Tumor Enhancement

1. Serum blocking factors

2. Surface Antigen Shedding

3. Antigenic Modulation (Internalization of antigens)

4. Defective complement components

5. Host genetic limitations

6. Absence of tumor specific rejection antigenic targets6. Absence of tumor specific rejection antigenic targets

7. Localized concentration of effector mechanisms and distant tumor sites and 
host unresponsiveness.

8. Immunologically privileged sites.

9. Immune suppression by viruses, tumor products, illness, or medical 
intervention (e.g. surgery or radiation)

10. Generation of suppressor cells and suppressor factors

11. Sneaking through by early low levels of tumor targets followed by 
enhancement or unresponsiveness (tolerance)



Cancer Immunoediting



Cancer Immunotherapy

�Tumor Specific Monoclonal Antibody for treatment of  
�lymphomas  (anti-CD20) 
�breast & ovarian Ca (anti-Her2/neu-1)
�Immunotoxins (ricin) for direct killing of tumor cells
�Bispecific Antibody
�Immunocytokines-a fusion protein with antitumor antibody & cytokine
� Adjuvant immunotherapy

Currently a wide range of clinical & experimental
immunotherapy of tumors in use

�Immunocytokines-a fusion protein with antitumor antibody & cytokine
� Adjuvant immunotherapy
� Attenuated strain of M. bovis (BCG)
�Corynebacterium parvuum 
�Adoptive Cell Therapy (LAK, TIL)



Cancer Immunotherapy

�Manipulation of Co-Stimulatory Signal
�Enhancement of APC Activity
�Cytokine Therapy
�Monoclonal Antibodies
�Cancer Vaccines�Cancer Vaccines



Manipulation of Co-Stimulatory 
Signal

Tumor immunity can be enhanced by providing the co-
stimulatory signal necessary for activation of CTL 
precursors (CTL-Ps)



Enhancement of APC Activity

GM-CSF (Granulocyte-macrophage colony-
stimulating factor)
remember: CSFs are cytokines that induce the 
formation of distinct hematopoietic cell lines



Cytokine Therapy

�Use of recombinant cytokines (singly or in combination)
to augment an immune response against cancer
�Via isolation and cloning of various cytokine genes such 
as:
�IFN-α, β, and γ�IFN-α, β, and γ
�Interleukin 1, 2, 4, 5, and 12
�GM-CSF and Tumor necrosis factor (TNF)



Cytokine Therapy Cont.

I. Interferons

� Most clinical trials involve IFN-α
� Has been shown to induce tumor regression in  

hematologic malignancies i.e. leukemias,  
lymphomas, 

melanomas and breast cancermelanomas and breast cancer
� All types of IFN increase MHC I expression 
� IFN-γ also has also been shown to increase MHC  

II 
expression 

� on macrophages and increase activity of Tc
cells, macrophages, and NKs



Cytokine Therapy Cont.

II. Tumor Necrosis Factors
� Kills some tumor cells
� Reduces proliferation of tumor cells without

affecting
normal cellsnormal cells

How?
� Hemorrhagic necrosis and regression, inhibits

tumor induced vascularization (angio-genesis) by
damaging vascular endothelium



Monoclonal Antibodies

Anti-idiotype 
Growth Factors-

HER2
Immunotoxins


